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Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud 

Q. What is Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud? 
A. Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud is a disaster 

recovery (DR) solution for physical desktops. During a 
natural or man-made disaster, employees can access 
their corporate apps and data using Workspot Desktop 
Cloud from a safe place, using any device. Workspot
provisions all DR virtual desktops on any of the 54+ 
regions of Microsoft Azure around the world.

Q. Who should use Workspot Disaster 
Recovery Cloud? 

A. This solution is for organizations that have workers who 
rely on physical desktop PCs in an office setting. In the 
event of a disruption, the IT team activates “stand by” 
virtual desktops for these users to perform work tasks 
while they stay safely at home or any location that 
makes sense. 

Q. What are the key features of the solution?
A. Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud has the following 

key features:

• Simple: Easy to setup with your corporate image, 
always up to date and ready to go whenever you 
need it.  

• Fast and Reliable: Self-service, one-click 
activation/deactivation. Workspot offers an SLA of 
less than 24 hours with 99.95% guaranteed uptime.

• Affordable: Low fixed price that is independent of 
your Recovery Time Objective (RTO).

• Global: Available from any of 54+ Azure 
regions globally.

Q. In what regions is Workspot Disaster Recovery 
Cloud available? 

A. The solution is available in the US, Canada, Western 
EU, UK, Japan and most locations in Asia-Pacific.

Q. What is the activation process 
during a disaster? 

A. Your designated IT team member will access the 
Workspot Control management console and with one-
click activate your standby DR virtual desktops.

Q. What is the de-activation process after 
a disaster is over?

A. Similar to the activation process, you will access the 
Workspot Control management console and with one-
click de-activate your active DR virtual desktops.

Q. Are there any pre-requisites to deploy the 
Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud?

A. You need to purchase a minimum number of Workspot
Desktop Cloud licenses to enable the DR feature. This 
is done to ensure that your latest Windows 10 
corporate image, along with networking and security 
policies are all properly configured and ready when 
disaster strikes. This requirement also eliminates the 
need for periodic testing, as DR virtual desktops are 
automatically updated anytime you make changes to 
your Windows 10 image, so they are always ready 
when you need them. For more details, contact 
sales@workspot.com.

Q. How are DR desktop pools created?
A. All desktop pools are created through the 

Workspot Control management console. Please refer to 
Workspot Documentation for more details on Disaster 
Recovery Pools.

Q. What version of Windows desktop do I get 
for my Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud 
virtual desktops?

A. You get full Windows 10 virtual desktops with your 
corporate image and security settings.

Q. What devices can be used to access DR 
virtual desktops?

A. Users access their DR virtual desktops through any of 
the following devices: Laptops, desktops, Macs and 
other iOS or Android devices. We also support HTML5 
so your users can access their DR virtual desktops 
through a browser.
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ABOUT WORKSPOT 
Workspot Desktop Cloud, App Cloud, Workstation Cloud and Disaster Recovery Cloud services have completely changed the way virtual desktops, 
applications and GPU workstations are delivered. With its insanely simple, turnkey, cloud-native service and relentless commitment to customer 
success, Workspot eliminates VDI complexity and enables customers to achieve unprecedented time-to-value. To inquire about Workspot solutions, 
visit: www.workspot.com 

Q. How long does it take to setup the Workspot
Disaster Recovery Cloud?

A. Setting up Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud is very 
simple and can be completed in minutes. Please check 
Workspot Documentation for a detailed configuration 
description. 

Q. What configurations of DR virtual desktops do 
users get access to?

A. Purchasing virtual desktops from Workspot is just like 
buying a PC. Workspot offers multiple configurations -
Standard, Premium, Power and GPU Workstation – to 
meet the unique requirement of all your users. Please 
contact sales@workspot.com for more details.

Q. Can I purchase a mix of DR virtual desktop 
configurations?

A. Yes.

Q. Can IT admins monitor the usage and health of 
DR virtual desktops?

A. Yes, all the analytics for DR virtual desktop activities 
can be viewed and accessed from the Workspot Control 
management console.

Q. Do I need to test the DR virtual 
desktops regularly?

A. Since the Windows 10 image for the DR virtual 
desktops is automatically updated with your latest 
corporate template there is no need to schedule any 
regular testing of your DR virtual desktops. However, if 
you must test the availability of DR virtual desktops for 
regulatory compliance or company policy reasons, 
testing is non-intrusive and can be done with a single 
click, anytime.

Q. Can I access the apps and data hosted in my 
datacenter on my DR virtual desktops?

A. The DR virtual desktops are hosted on a secure 
network in the Azure cloud. This secure network can be 
connected to the corporate data center with a VPN 
connection, allowing users to access all apps and data 
hosted in the corporate data center.

Q. Can I install my own software on the DR 
virtual desktops?

A. Yes, DR virtual desktops will have your Windows 10 
corporate image, including your applications and 
security settings. Any application approved by your IT 
can be installed on the virtual desktops.

Q. What if I need more DR virtual desktops than I 
planned for?

A. A key benefit of Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud is 
its ability to scale in minutes if you need additional 
virtual desktops. Please contact your sales 
representative or contact Workspot directly at 
1-888-426-8113.

Q. What is the price of Workspot Disaster 
Recovery Cloud? 

A. The pricing for Workspot Disaster Recovery Cloud 
virtual desktops starts from $14 per user per month. 
Please contact sales@workspot.com for more 
information. 

Q. Does Workspot offer SLA-based pricing tiers?
A. We do not want our customers to face a trade-off 

between RTO and pricing. As a result, Workspot does 
not offer SLA-based pricing tiers for DR virtual 
desktops. All pricing tiers include an SLA of less than 
24 hours with 99.95% guaranteed uptime. 
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